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A Proven Method To Drive Traffic For Free In Just Minutes! Instant Video Marketing Secrets is a set of

tools and strategies to get people to view your videos from the beginning until the end and then take

action! Here's Why It's Right For You: While it's easy to create a video and submit it to online video

directories, you don't get any traffic until they watch your video and follow instructions to go to your

website. And if your video isn't seen, you don't get the viral effect responsible for getting your message

across the web. If you use the techniques in this book, and use it together with your video marketing -

You never have to touch PPC and banner advertising again because they cost money and it takes time

(and lots of funds) to master properly. Plus, you have a better chance appearing on the first page of

Google than PPC for no cash. - You never have to spend TIME and ENERGY writing article to drive

traffic. All you need to do is look at the camera, talk for 5 minutes, and upload it to the web. Did I mention

that you can also outsource this? - You never have to do copywriting again. Make a video and use it as a

selling platform. Sell on the screen like you would face-to-face and watch your conversion rates

skyrocket. Just set the equipment, shoot the video , and save. Here's A Sneak Preview Of What You'll

Get: 14 ways to get higher viewership and accelerate the viral effect of your videos How to get your

audience to immediately jump up, get off their duff and watch your videos like a hypnotized kid watching

TV commercials How to make your viewers share, syndicate, spread your videos across the web. Tell

them ________ and they'll watch every second of your video and bookmark it for later viewing again. 3

magic words to get the busiest web surfer to watch your video. Use this strategy and stand out from 98.2

of video makers. Reveal certain information about your video that always gets attention and interest. 66

hooks and angles you can use to persuade people to view your videos 3 ways to add scarcity to your

videos. How to use the power of the crowds in your favor it makes your video more popular and pushes it

beyond its viral tipping point. Why using ethical bribes incorrectly in your video can backfire at you A neat

trick to hook your audience into watching your video every single time. This trick never fails to get tons of

eyeballs glued to my videos at any one time. Immediately make your audience pay attention to you by

uttering a few secret words. How to remove the No. 1 barrier of low viewership... Some people are
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reluctant to watch your videos even if you have to pay them for it. Eliminate this and you'll create a

slippery slope to your sales process. Discover this old infomercial trick to get people to watch the entire

video in a single seating Find out how CNN uses the Ziergarnik Effect to keep you edging on your seat

even if it means watching all the commercials.
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